JC Tha Barber
13 x 30'
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. My Crazy Life
The show opens with JC introducing himself and his family. JC’s girlfriend T’La is at nursing
school and JC has to get his youngest daughter ready for school. Tonight is the big sports award
show and JC has several clients that need his services. JC’s manager has rented a suite near the
awards venue so that he can get to them all. PJ Simien singer and college football star is first to
arrive. PJ’s haircut is quickly interrupted by the unexpected visit of reality tv star Laura Govan.
Laura needs a haircut and tracked JC down via his social media. Aside from being a tv star and
entrepreneur, Laura and JC have a very close relationship. They are like brother and sister.
Jonathan Stewart, allpro running back of the NFL’s Carolina Panthers is next in JC’s chair. He
talks to JC about his Super Bowl experience and his passion for real estate. Emmanuel
Sanders, all-pro wide receiver of the NFL’s Denver Broncos, shows up while Jonathan Stewart is
still in the chair. Jonathan and Emmanuel were competitors in the 2015 Super Bowl won by the
Broncos. This tension leads to some fun conversation. Emmanuel’s haircut is interrupted by a
phone call from T’La letting JC know that he will have to pick Londynn up from school. The timing
is going to be tight, but this is JC’s crazy life.

2. Young and Restless
Adidas has asked JC to come up with a new shoe design for their upcoming influencer line. The
show opens with JC hard at work on a design. His oldest daughter Amaya enters and starts
clowning his designs. JC has been struggling with this project and Amaya’s commentary isn’t
helping. With his deadline approaching, JC gets a call from Nick “Swaggy P” Young. Swaggy
needs a cut. JC figures that he can get some helpful tips from Swaggy since he has already
designed his own shoe for Adidias. JC and Swaggy discuss the evolution of the iconic haircut that
JC created for Nick also called the Swaggy P. On his way back home to finish working on his shoe
design, JC gets a call from
T’La letting him know that Laura Govan has, unexpectantly, shown up. Laura wants JC’s opinion
on her new line of accessories. JC reluctantly puts up with Laura’s fashion show as his deadline
quickly approaches. After Laura leaves, his work is once again interrupted, this time by his
daughter Amaya. Amaya has a surprise for her dad, she designed the shoe for him.

3. Chicken Dance
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The show opens with JC and Amaya dancing in Amaya’s room. Amaya ends up clowning JC on
his dance moves. The time for dancing is
over as JC has to leave to meet his superstar NFL client Von Miller at a hotel in the ritzy
Hollywood Hills. Von is the All-Pro defensive captain of the Denver Broncos and a “Dancing with
the Stars” alum. Thinking that Von can help him with his dance moves, JC gets inspired to
challenge Amaya to a dance battle. Von’s hair just needs a little touching up and the focus of
conversation turns to dancing and chickens. Von gives JC some pointers on the dance floor and
wishes him luck in his battle with Amaya. Back home, JC gets a call from elite choreographer
Kevin Ray. Kevin needs a quick cleanup of his goatee and it couldn’t come at a better time. JC
tells Kevin about the dance battle and to his surprise, Kevin decides to help Amaya out. After a
quick lesson in the back yard the battle is on. With the family together in the family room, JC gets
the battle going. JC hits the floor with his best moves while T’LA, Londynn and Amaya look on.
The results of this dance battle are completely unexpected.

4. War of the Rose
JC has a rare day off, except for one appointment with Model/Host Amber Rose. T’La is studying
for a big nursing exam and enlists JC to run a long list of errands. JC is not about to ruin his down
time running errands and gets a timely call from NBA coach Dribble2Much. Dribble needs an
emergency cut and JC is only happy to oblige as it gets him out of running errands. Once Dribble
arrives the conversation quickly turns to the video game competition between Dribble and NBA allstar Gilbert Arenas. Dribble tells JC that their next game is for $40,000. Knowing this JC had
already sent a text to Gilbert letting him know who was in his chair. Gilbert shows up, and the
competition is on. The volume and tensions rise quickly during the video game competition, but JC
has to go. He leaves Gilbert and Dribble to finish their game and heads over to Amber’s house.
Amber talks about the decision to shave her head as well as her talk show and slut walk. During
the cut, Amber gets a call from T’La who is on her way over. Amber and T’La decide to have a
girl’s day while JC is left to run errands.

5. Back to His Roots
JC arrives at the house of longtime client, actor turned politician, Antonio Sabato Jr. During the cut
they talk about politics and focus on
giving back. A lot of what is said makes JC think about all the people who helped him get to where
he is today. Soon after leaving Antonio, JC gets a call from French Montana’s assistant requesting
a cut. French Montana was JC’s first celebrity client and this cut takes him all the way back to his
roots. It inspires JC to go back to the Brotherhood Barbershop (where it all started) and offer a day
of free cuts.

6. Anniversary Antics
JC has a planned day off to prepare and celebrate his and T’La’s anniversary. That is until reality
TV star, Laura Govan shows up at JC’s house unannounced and wakes him up JC to give her a
haircut. While in JC’s chair Laura talks about her new business and her new-found
independence. During the conversation, she finds out that it is T’La and JC’s anniversary. She is a
little hurt that she didn’t know about it, but wants to help out. After the cut, she runs out and takes
JC’s jacket with her. JC’s wallet was in that jacket and now his anniversary celebration is in
jeopardy. Chasing Laura out the door, JC runs into another unexpected client, actor, Chico
Benymon. JC needs to stall T’La so she doesn’t find out he is working. When Chico finally
leaves…T’La arrives to find JC going through a shipment of apparel from Adidas. She is not
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happy. Later, JC and T’La are all dressed up for their anniversary celebration. They leave the
house to go to dinner only to return a couple hours later because JC forgot his wallet. T’La is
visibly angry. The lost wallet turns out to be a ruse designed to hide an anniversary surprise.

7. Ballin Shot Callin
Later in the day JC has an appointment to cut the hair of Los Angeles Clippers star guard Austin
Rivers. Austin has been giving JC grief about his game, so aside from the cut JC has challenged
Austin to a game of one on one. But before that happens, he gets a call for a cut from Minnesota
Timberwolves star Shabazz Muhammad. JC decides to use this appointment as an opportunity to
get some training for his game with Austin from his man Shabazz. Shabazz runs JC through
several drills, all showing how woefully out of shape JC is. Shabazz indicates that JC really has
his work cut out. Later JC arrives to the Los Angeles Clippers practice facility. He sets up to cut
Austin’s hair in the training room. During the cut we learn of Austin’s love of cars. He is obsessed.
After the cut, it’s time for some one on one. JC heads to the court only to be stopped and lead to a
ping pong table. This is not what he was expecting. As the game winds down JC realizes he is
late for an event where he is giving free cuts to military veterans. He leaves Austin as he was
about to lose and heads to the charity event.

8. West Coast Summit
JC is at home working on expanding his brands when he realizes that he can only take it so far
through social media. He gets a call for a cut from the king of branding and the owner of the world
famous West Coast Customs, Ryan Friedlinghaus. Who better to talk about branding with than
Ryan. They head up to Ryan’s office where he has his own barber chair set up for JC’s cuts.
During the cut they discuss Branding and business building. Later for inspiration, Ryan takes JC
on a tour of his facility and all the crazy cars. JC is inspired and heads to downtown L.A. to meet
his partners Marv and Ramal for a photoshoot for their clothing brand Superb. JC has to get the
models looking just
right for the shoot.

9. We The Best
JC is headed to the airport for a meeting with a Jerky company about starting his own brand of
beef jerky. On his way, he gets a call from DJ Khaled’s assistant saying Khaled needs an
emergency cut. Not wanting to disappoint Khaled he turns around and heads to his house. JC
calls his manager and asks if he can push the meeting and the flight back. JC is met at the door
by Khaled’s assistant Kiko. He leads JC to the room where the cut will take place. Khaled arrives
and during the cut they talk about his new album, his son, and they do some Snapchatting. JC
tells Khaled he had to push a flight and a meeting for him, and Khaled says it was the best
decision of his life. JC heads to the airport and his meeting with the Jerky company. Upon his
return, he immediately heads over to cut the hair of the NFL’s Minnesota Vikings wide receiver,
Kenny Clark. While in the chair Kenny opens a bag of JC’s jerky and starts eating it. By the end of
the cut he has eaten several bags. As Kenny is walking JC out, he notices a duffle bag full of
jerky. The race is on to see who gets to it first.

10. A Couple of Jackasses
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JC is getting ready in his home studio as he waits for his client Art Mann to show up. JC is a little
unsettled as he and Art are in the middle of a prank war. Art shows up and JC is noticeably jumpy.
But it appears that Art has nothing in store for JC this time around. Art pulls out a sandwich and
starts eating it. As it turns out, JC is in store for some serious stomach problems. While suffering
from Art’s prank, JC decides to call a client that specializes in pranks, Steve-O. Hoping to gain
some knowledge to help him plan his revenge he sets an appointment to cut his hair. JC arrives at
Steve-O’s house and sets up for the cut. During the cut they talk about the legend that Steve-O is
in the pranking
and stunt world, how Steve-O has turned to stand-up comedy and of course help in getting
revenge on Art. After giving Steve-O the best haircut ever, JC has a plan and is ready to set it in
motion. Revenge is blue.

11. Ty Dolla Dare
Today JC is headed to Long beach to cut his longtime client Ty Dolla Sign. JC is always a little
nervous when he goes to cut Ty. Ty has a
habit of daring JC to do things that most people wouldn’t do. The moment JC arrives, Ty starts
asking him about his tattoos and JC starts to get an uneasy feeling about why. During the cut they
discuss the process of creating music and Ty’s new company. After the cut, Ty takes JC to the
studio and shows him how music is made. He even samples JC’s voice and puts him in a song.
Before leaving, Ty dares JC to get a tattoo of his new logo. In the car on the way home JC gets a
call from DJ Paul of Three 6 Mafia. He agrees to meet Paul at the studio for
a cut. At the studio Paul is busy working with his new artist Weirdo and Big L.A. They talk for a bit
before getting into the cut. Paul thinks the dare is funny and offers to call his tattoo artist to set it
up. After the cut, JC schedules the tattoo for the next day. In the tattoo artist’s chair JC facetimes
Ty Dolla to show him his new tattoo.

12. Ring My Bell
JC has an appointment today to cut the hair of world champion boxer Andre Berto. The problem is
that last time he cut Berto’s hair, JC
challenged him to a sparring match. He now realizes how stupid that was and is hoping that Berto
forgets. But just in case he doesn’t, JC is heading over to cut the hair of another client first. World
champion wrestler John Hennigan aka Johnny Nitro aka Johnny Bravo needs a cut and hopefully
can give JC some tips on how to survive a fight with Berto. JC arrives at John’s house and heads
to the kitchen for the cut. During the cut they discuss John’s new movie and his current wrestling
gigs. JC tells John that he, stupidly, challenged Berto to a sparring
match and was hoping to get some pointers from him. After the cut they head to the backyard,
where John has a wrestling ring. John starts to run some drills and then things take a turn for the
worse when JC tells John that wrestling isn’t real. He finds out how wrong he was. Later JC heads
to Berto’s to cut his hair hoping that he has forgotten about JC’s challenge. No such luck. During
the cut, Berto and JC talk about boxing and Berto’s charity work in Haiti. After the cut, they head
to the backyard where JC has to answer for his big mouth. JC is out for the count.

13. Celebrity Ballin
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Today JC is playing in the Trevor Ariza celebrity basketball game. He finally gets a day to turn off
his phone and focus on the fun and enjoyment of playing basketball for charity. As he arrives at
the facility he quickly finds out that even though his phone is off, celebs are still able to find him for
a cut. As he enters the locker room, BDOT asks him to line up his beard. JC reluctantly obliges.
During the cut they talk about the impressions that put BDOT on the map as a basketball
impersonator. After the lineup JC changes into his uniform and before he can make it to the court,
NBA superstar Demar Derozan finds JC and asks for a cut. Not willing to say no, JC cuts Demar’s
hair on center
court. During the cut, they discuss the Olympics and Demar teases JC about not being a
basketball player. After the cut JC heads to the court to warm up, but the game is about to start.
JC hits the court with stars including Terrell Owens, Jake Paul, Cameron Boyce, Laura Govan,
Dribble2Much and more. In the middle of the game Nick Young seeks out JC for a haircut. JC tells
him no and then ends up cutting Nick’s friends hair instead. The game ends. JC’s team wins. So
much for turning off his phone and not cutting hair.
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